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Hans Sloane Hot Chocolate 
Sir Hans Sloane (1660 – 1753) was Physician to King 
George 1.  In 1687 Sloane travelled to the Caribbean, 
as the physician to the Duke of Albemarle, on a trip 
funded by the King to find some Spanish Gold.  On 
this trip, whilst exploring the flora and fauna of the 
island of Jamaica, he tried the local cocoa & water 
drink for the first time, he found it nauseating.  

Sloane decided to invent a recipe to improve the 
taste, and after many variations, he tried mixing it with 
milk and sugar. On his return Sloane developed his 
recipe and Sir Hans Sloane Milk Chocolate was born.

Chocolate... did you know?
The cocoa bean has over 400 distinct aromas, at least twice as many 
as any other natural product, the Rose for example, only has fourteen.

The taste of chocolate is very complex as a result of the presence of 
over 300 different chemical compounds. These include phenylethyl-
amine, a stimulant which strikes the brain’s mood centres and induces 
the emotion of falling in love.

Chocolate is uniquely, the only food that melts at body temperature, 
filling the mouth slowly with all the complexities of its flavour.

Cocoa beans are grown mainly in countries near the equator such as 
the Ivory Coast, Brazil, Ecuador, Venezuela and Indonesia.

The Mayans were drinking chocolate 2,600 years ago.

HOT CHOCOLATE
Smooth Milk  £2.95
33% West African Blend - the first and finest hot chocolate, 
sensual, smooth, creamy and sweet.

Rich Dark Hot Chocolate  £2.95
53% West African Blend - be seduced by the subtle vanilla notes  
of this smooth and well-balanced hot chocolate. 

Madagascar Hot Chocolate  £2.95
67% Malagasi  - an enticing  hot chocolate with fruity hints  
of blueberry, liquorice and coffee.

Ecuador Hot Chocolate  £2.95
70% Ecuadorian - Latin American character with a strong cocoa  
taste, fruit flavours and notes of rum, whisky and tobacco.

Natural Honey  £2.95
A delicious pleasurable mix of milk chocolate and honey  
flavours for a warming and indulgent taste.

White Hot Chocolate* £2.95
Pure sinful indulgence brimming with buttery sweetness.

Just for fun* £3.95
Enjoy a decadent Hot Chocolate on a Stick, watch it melt  
as you stir it in the glass. 

Extra Naughtiness

Fully Loaded + £1.00
top with marshmallows and freshly whipped cream.

Spiked (strictly for adults) + £4.95
add a cheeky spirit or liqueur to spice things up with some  
Kahlua, Rum, Baileys, Whisky, Cherry Brandy or Grand Marnier

* not Hans Sloane 


